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FISCALISATIONFISCALISATION



BACKGROUND

� In a bid to reduce revenue leakages through under 
reporting/invoicing, the government , on 1st July 2010, 
promulgated Statutory Instrument 104, which required 
VAT registered operators trading at $240,000 per annum to VAT registered operators trading at $240,000 per annum to 
use Electronic Fiscalised Devices in their systems.

� The Devices were to be linked to ZIMRA’s systems and were 
supposed to assist ZIMRA in monitoring taxpayer’s 
recording of business  transactions.

• This initiative was meant to start initially with retailers but 
was later changed to include all classes of taxpayers trading 
above the $240,000 threshold.



BACKGROUND

� The implementation date was initially set at 1st

October 2010 but was moved several times before 
being finally set at the 1st October 2011.being finally set at the 1st October 2011.

� The continued extension of the implementation date 
was to enable both taxpayers and ZIMRA to prepare 

� Intensive lobbying was done by various bodies for the 
Ministry of Finance to consider shelving the idea until 
all parties were able to make the system work without 
any disruptions



BACKGROUND

� However, the lobbies were not successful as the 
government stuck with the 1st October 2011 date

� Pursuant to the promulgation of SI104, two suppliers 
of the devices were appointed.of the devices were appointed.

� In July 2011, eight (8) additional suppliers were 
appointed. 



BACKGROUND

� This was meant to provide taxpayers with a wide range 
of choice on the devices

� However, this was of little assistance as the bulk of 
taxpayers had already purchased devices from the taxpayers had already purchased devices from the 
original two



CHALLENGES

� The introduction of the devices increased administration 
costs to taxpayers

� There were delays in supplies of the devices causing 
taxpayers to miss the implementation date. This was also 
There were delays in supplies of the devices causing 
taxpayers to miss the implementation date. This was also 
caused by suppliers failing to meet demand.

� Some taxpayers experienced hardware challenges as some 
of the devices are not compatible with modern accounting 
packages. 

� This to some extent led some taxpayers to down grade their 
systems in order for them to accommodate the devices. 



CHALLENGES
� Penalties at $25 per day imposed for failure to fiscalise.

� Some were slapped with the huge penalties when 
default was not of their own making.

� Majority of taxpayers failed to get tax clearances from � Majority of taxpayers failed to get tax clearances from 
ZIMRA due to non fiscalisation.

� Devices not allowing for correction of errors and 
credit/debit notes.

� ZIMRA to be notified of any device failure and use of 
alternative receipting systems not allowed until 
ZIMRA gives a go ahead. 





Tax Clearance Certificates (ITF 263)
� It is a requirement for any person transacting with a 

registered operator to furnish a valid tax clearance 
certificate to the taxpayer to avoid 10% tax being 
withheld.withheld.

� In order for one to get a tax clearance certificate, his 
taxes must be fully paid up and returns for Income Tax, 
PAYE and VAT must be up to date 

� In addition, taxpayers who are supposed to be 
fiscalised must be fully fiscalised



CHALLENGES
� Taxpayers failing to get ITF 263 for failure to fiscalise

even if it is proved they were not responsible for the 
default.

� The process of getting the ITF 263 is too long and � The process of getting the ITF 263 is too long and 
cumbersome. Taxpayers have to prove their 
compliance each time they apply for the ITF 263.

� Appears process is also used by ZIMRA to update their 
records while causing unnecessary delays.



CHALLENGES
� Issuance of ITF 263 is not automatic as promised by 

ZIMRA even where taxpayer’s records are up to date.

� The valid date of an ITF 263 is the date it is finally 
issued even where it can be proved that the delay was issued even where it can be proved that the delay was 
caused by ZIMRA. 

� The tax is offset against future Income Tax liabilities 
and this affects cash flow.





CHALLENGES
� The VAT registration process for new taxpayers too 

cumbersome and frustrating.

� Section 24 of the VAT Act provides that any trader who 
anticipates that his sales may exceed the registration anticipates that his sales may exceed the registration 
threshold of $60,000 must apply for VAT registration

� ZIMRA is asking such applicants to trade for at least 
three months even where they can prove that they can 
exceed the threshold.

� After the 3 months, if one exceeds the threshold, his 
registration is backdated to the date the threshold was 
reached.



CHALLENGES
� The backdating comes with it penalties, which 

penalties may have been caused by ZIMRA.

� ZIMRA also checks on compliance with other taxes

� All new VAT registrants are placed in category C � All new VAT registrants are placed in category C 
despite them not reaching the Category C threshold of 
$240,000. 



CHALLENGES

� Cost of compliance too high as penalties are too high, 
companies may be forced to close shop.

� Penalty regime does not take into consideration nature of 
default, e.g. genuine delay due to cash flow constraints or 
evasion/avoidanceevasion/avoidance

� Section 15 of the VAT Act allows for input tax claims 
supported by valid tax invoices.

� Where a taxpayer claims input tax using an invalid tax 
invoice, such claim is disallowed and 100% penalty 
imposed, even where it is apparent that a genuine mistake 
had happened.



CHALLENGES
� The valid period for claiming input tax is 12 months 

and any claims after 12 months are disallowed and 
100% penalty imposed.

� New VAT registrants are permitted in terms of section � New VAT registrants are permitted in terms of section 
28 of the VAT general regulations to claim input tax 
on stocks held on registration provided they can 
produce proof to support the claim. In most cases, the 
proof will be invoices which are not valid as the 
taxpayer’s VAT number will not be on the invoices. 
ZIMRA is disallowing such claims and imposing 100% 
penalty 



CHALLENGES
� Where a taxpayer has failed to pay VAT on time and 

penalties and interest imposed, any amount paid 
towards the debt is allocated to penalty first then 
interest and finally principal amount.interest and finally principal amount.





CHALLENGES
� We still have legacy issues arising from pre February 2009 

transactions.
� While adequate provisions seem to have been put in place, the 

following appear to resurface to hound taxpayers:
� ASSESSED LOSS� ASSESSED LOSS

� Appears there is still no solution as to how these should be 
treated. At what rate should these be converted or are they going 
to be ignored. Note: taxpayers have the right to enjoy all tax 
concessions that would help to reduce their tax liabilities.

� RECOUPEMENT

� Are we going to recoup in USD allowances granted in ZWD. How 
will this impact on the ultimate tax payable. ZIMRA still insists 
that these be computed as normal taking into account agreed 
asset values



CHALLENGES
� The current legislation prohibits deduction of 

provisions for bad debts only against income but 
ZIMRA is disallowing all provisions even if the law is 
silent about their allowabilitysilent about their allowability

� Dormant companies and trusts are still required to 
submit income tax returns, but in practice ZIMRA is 
only accepting returns from taxpayers with BP 
numbers. This practices causes the companies to 
contravene provisions of the income tax Act.



CAPITAL GAINS TAXCAPITAL GAINS TAX



CHALLENGES
� Pre February 2009 legacy issues still affect taxpayers:

� All specified assets purchased prior to February 2009 
attract CGT at 5% of the gross selling price.

� There no provisions for allowing improvement and � There no provisions for allowing improvement and 
additions costs incurred after February 2009



CHALLENGES
� Process of obtaining tax clearance certificate for the 

purpose of change of ownership is too cumbersome 
and frustrating.

� ZIMRA requires original documents relating to the � ZIMRA requires original documents relating to the 
sale and purchase of the asset to be transferred.

� In addition ZIMRA requires to interview both seller 
and purchaser. Challenge arises where one party is not 
resident in Zimbabwe. This delays the process.



WAY FORWARD
• Positive engagement as individuals or through 

bodies such as ICAZ, ZNCC, CZI etc.

• Compliance- you avoid unnecessary attention

• Voluntary disclosure when caught on the other side • Voluntary disclosure when caught on the other side 
of the law.

• Every cent, no matter how small, counts, so ensure 
that tax advantages are exploited fully.

• When not sure of what to do, seek expert advice.

• Make use of advance rulings
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